
Lindsley Allen is a versatile and accomplished artist who has combined successful 

careers as a professional dancer, choreographer, actor and artistic director. She has 
blended her commercial success and her artistic depth into a wide range of work from film, 
television, commercials, music videos to theater and stage. 
  
Lindsley’s most recent venture is being the creator, choreographer and artistic director of 
Hollywood’s most sought after Rock n Roll a Go-Go show, CHERRY BOOM BOOM 
{www.cherryboomboom.com}.  CBB was a smash hit and grew such a buzz in Hollywood 
that Lindsley was highlighted as Macy’s Stars of Dance on DANCING WITH THE STARS! to 
choreograph a segment featuring CHERRY BOOM BOOM & CARMEN ELECTRA.  
 
Lindsley is most known for her work as a founding member, co-artistic director & associate 
choreographer of the PUSSYCAT DOLLS.  She is one of the original PUSSYCAT DOLLS and 

fundamental in the international success of PCD today. More Choreography credits include 
the HBO series CARNIVALE, co- choreographer on CHARLIE ANGELS 2  and CARMEN 
ELECTRA WORKOUT DVD along with dozens of stage productions at The Actors’ Gang, Tim 
Robbins theater company. Most recently Lindsley choreographed FREE RIDE, starring Anna 
Paquin, Brit Morgan, and Drea DeMatteo. Working closely with luminaries such as Pamela 
Anderson, Christina Applegate, Carmen Electra, Cameron Diaz, Lucy Liu, Susan Sarandon 
and Drew Barrymore is one of Lindsley’s specialities.  
  
Lindsley’s resume is vast from appearing in nation-wide commercials such as 
MCDONALDS, DORITOS, PRINGLES, RADIOSHACK and PEPSI to television credits such as 
GENERAL HOSPITAL, SCRUBS, FRIENDS and HART OF DIXIE to films as SHOWGIRLS, THE 
WEDDING PLANNER, THAT THING YOU DO and A VIEW FROM THE TOP. Lindsley also  
toured with PRINCE and NPG in AROUND THE WORLD IN A DAY TOUR, AMERICAN MUSIC 
AWARDS and VH1 HONORS as ‘Darling Niki’ directed by Jamie King.  
 
As a creator and consultant, Lindsley was one of the original dancers who was monumental 
in Ivan Kane’s World Famous FORTY DEUCE, which has now expanded to Mandalay Bay on 
the Las Vegas Strip.  This collaboration resulted in the reality series on BRAVO in which 
Lindsley portrayed herself auditioning and teaching the style of old Hollywood to new 
dancers about to enter the scene. 
 
Lindsley teaches, inspires and motivates thousands of young dancers thru Master Classes 
around the country with various dance conventions including Hollywood Connection 
Conventions and is a guest teacher for GO PRO! – teaching the skills it takes to bridge the 
gap between studio student to professional dancer.  
 
Lindsley is also a registered 200 RYT Yoga Instructor who specializes in Vinyasa Flow and 
is also Creator & CEO of STRUT FIT, a new dance/fitness craze!  www.strutfit.com 
 

Lindsley is unique in her passion, talents, experiences and golden collaborations but, more 
than anything she is inspired by the creative process and is a constant in creating and 
developing new projects with style and flair. 
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